Dear Exporters,

Consulate General of India, Jeddah (Saudi Arabia) is planning to organize the Catalogue Shows of Indian Companies with the coordination of local Chamber of Commerce and Industry in few prominent cities like Abha, Al-Baha, Bisha, Gizaan & Tabuk. It has been mentioned that their previous Catalogue of Indian companies have been very successful and witnessed a very encouraging response from local business community.

The aim of these catalogue shows is to strengthen the growing economic and commercial relations between India and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) and to showcase the business potential of one of the fastest growing economies of the world. This would be an excellent opportunities for Indian companies /organizations to introduce their products through these catalogue shows in the markets of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Interested exporters may to send their brochure/catalogues/compact discs projecting their profile in the proposed catalogue shows to Consul (Commercial) Consulate General of India, Jeddah, Building of M/s Bugshan and Bros., Madinah Road, Sharafiah Dist. P.O.Box 952, Jeddah-21421 (Saudi Arabia) under intimation to APEDA. Their contact details are:

Tel No. 00966-2-6520104/6520112
Fax No. 0096 2953964
Email: commercial@cgijeddah.com
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